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Abstract
Heat flux on walls from under-expanded H2/AIR jet flames have been numerically investigated. The
thermal behaviour of a plate close to different under-expanded jet flames has been compared with
rear-face plate temperature measurements. In this study, two straight nozzles with millimetric diameter
were selected with H2 reservoir pressure in a range from 2 to 10 bar. The CFD study of these two quite
different horizontal jet flames employs the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) formalism to capture the
turbulent flame-wall interaction. The results demonstrated a good agreement with experimental wall
heat fluxes, computed from plate temperature measurements. The present study assesses the prediction
capability of LES for flame-wall heat transfer.

Introduction
Recently, hydrogen potential to decarbonize transportation [1] has led to much academic and applied
research. Due to hydrogen properties including high flammability, high flame speed, lack of odor and
color, most of the research focuses on safety engineering [2]. These properties raise numerous
challenges associated with the onboard storage of hydrogen in aircraft to use it as a main fuel. Due to
its low volumetric energy density, storing gaseous hydrogen in high-pressurised vessels or in liquid
state at a very low temperature in insulated tanks seems to be a promising way to make it available as
an energy carrier. However, in the case of unwanted and sudden release from a damaged pressurised
storage or distribution system, which is the most common incident [2], hydrogen is released with a
high pressure ratio leading to an under-expanded jet [3]. The induced plume is likely to ignite due to
hydrogen high-flammability and low ignition energy [4,5]. The resulting flame length can cover a
wide range of distances [6,7,8] and may cause heat ingress on surrounding devices and systems. Thus,
for supporting the development of reliable and safe hydrogen-based technologies, predictive tools to
address the consequences of impinging jet flames shall be developed.
Heat transfer of both non-reacting and reacting impinging jets have been studied for a long time
[9,10,11]. Non-reacting impinging jets offer a large range of fundamental physical concepts in basic
configuration including large and small scale vortices, wall boundary layers, wall heat transfer and
intermittency [12]. For reacting ones, additional physical concepts are involved such as instabilities
[13] and flame wall interaction (FWI) [14]. In hydrogen safety related topics, numerous studies on a
vertical flame impinging the ceiling [15,16,17] have been carried out to investigate flame morphology
under a ceiling. Horizontal impinging jet flames have been experimented by Sandia to evaluate barrier
wall configurations [18,19,20] and computed with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) using
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) [7]. They investigated flame morphology, thermal
radiation, wall shape impact on overpressure, and mitigation. Horizontal under-expanded jet flames
impinging a vertical plate has been recently investigated by Wang et al. [21,22], experimental
measurements have been conducted under various jet velocity and nozzle-wall spacing. The analysis
of flame morphology and spread mechanism have led to a model to predict the flame spreading along
the wall accounting for initial momentum of the jet, buoyancy forces and wall resistance force. To the
authors knowledge, similar studies focusing on thermal flux induced by a horizontal under-expanded
jet flames impinging a vertical material are limited.
In this work, a horizontal jet flame impinging a vertical plate has been experimentally carried out
under different conditions varying pressure ratios and nozzle diameters with a constant nozzle-wall
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spacing. The experimental study focuses on the thermal behavior of the plate with the evaluation of
associated wall heat fluxes. A parallel numerical study is conducted to build a methodology to
reproduce experimental results of the impinging under-expanded jet flames. The numerical approach is
based on Large Eddy Simulations (LES). , which have become widely used to study turbulent
combustion and impinging jet [12,23] and more affordable than Direct numerical simulations (DNS)
[24].
The paper is divided into two parts. Both experimental and numerical setup are first described as well
as the methodology employed to retrieve wall heat fluxes. Then results are discussed and compared
with available experimental measurements.

Experimental setup

Test bench description

For the experimental investigation of the impinging hydrogen flames, a test bench shown in Fig.1 was
built at Ineris facilities. The tests were conducted in their ventilated 1000m3 fire room.

Figure 1: Left: 1000m3 Fire room - Right: Hydrogen Test Bench.

Just outside of the Fire room are placed Nitrogen bottles and 200bar hydrogen cylinders. The bottles
are connected to a set of pressure regulators and bypass valves feeding the test bench in the room
through a 1 inch inner diameter flexible pipe. This latter is then connected to a 1 inch inner diameter
stainless pipe feeding the millimetric diameter nozzle. Pressure and Temperature transducers are
placed upstream the nozzle to monitor the release conditions.
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The nozzle used is a Swagelok High pressure Plug for which the schematics are shown in Figure 2.
This nozzle (and all the experimental setup) is not meant to represent any standard burner in the eyes
of aviation authoroties. Next to the nozzle is a propane burner to ignite the release. The burner is
turned on before the hydrogen release and is shut down immediately after ensuring the presence of
stabilized hydrogen jet flame (which is usually a few seconds after the opening of the hydrogen valve).

Figure 2: Swagelok High Pressure Plug.

Finally, a support wall is positioned downstream from the nozzle. The wall is lined up with low
thermal conductivity insulation. Within the wall is a window on which the impinged plate is placed
and secured with a metallic flange at the backside. The same insulation material is used to avoid any
direct contact between the flange and the plate.
The impinged specimen is a titanium plate of thickness of 6mm. The plate temperature was recorded
using 31 thermocouples (K type, 1mm diameter) placed 2.5mm deep (from its backside) within the
plate. The radial distribution of the thermocouple is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Impinged Plate Thermocouple Distribution.

For this test campaign two flame impinging scenarios were conducted where the pressure and nozzle
diameter were varied and reported in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Experimental release conditions

Nozzle Diameter Pressure Nozzle-to-Plate Distance
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Test PD1 D1 [mm] 5 - 10 bar 100 D1

Test PD2 D2 = 8 D1 [mm] 2 - 5 bar 12.5 D2

Experimental measurements and exploitation

The final test setup before igniting the propane burner and starting the hydrogen release is shown in
Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Test setup before ignition Left: Front view - Right: Backside view.

After ignition, the hydrogen release was maintained until the stabilization of the impinged plate
thermocouple recordings, i.e. the steady state condition, which took approximately 100s. For test PD1,
the stabilized plate temperature as function of radius is plotted in Fig. 5, where the numbers refer to
thermocouples. Cold refers to ambient temperature, while Hot refers to maximum plate temperature.

Figure 5: Experimental measured temperatures using TCs along the rear-face of the plate.

For test PD1, the plate temperature presents a maximum at the center and decreases rapidly away from
the stagnation point. For Test PD2, the opposite is observed where the plate presents a cold stagnation
point. For most of the radii for which several TCs are present, the recorded temperatures are very close
owing to an axisymmetric distribution of the plate temperature field. However, some deviation is
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observed for some TCs like n°25. This is mainly explained by the fact that the 1mm diameter TCs
were inserted, by hand, into 1.1mm diameter holes. This results in a loose contact and uncontrolled
thermal contact between the n°25 TCs bead and the plate. The issue with TCs n° 25 occurred on both
tests.
In addition to the recorded plate temperature, it was important to identify the heat transfer between hot
gas and the impinged plate. This identification has been conducted by ONERA using Beck’s inverse
method of sequential function estimation built into the solver MODETHEC[25,26,27]. The inverse
method is a mathematical constrained optimization problem that aims at identifying unknown
parameters (in this case the surface heat flux) using direct temperature measurements.. The boundary
conditions setup for the inverse method application is shown in Figure 8. As mentioned above, the
plate has been insulated to limit conductive heat loss to the test bench support. As such, the lateral
surfaces of the plate were assumed adiabatic. On the backside of the plate, the heat dissipation by
natural convection and radiation are modelled respectively by
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Figure 6: MODETHEC Thermal model boundary conditions.

Where is the impinged plate emissivity, the experimentally measured TC data, theε 𝑇
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑇
𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡

ambient temperature and the convective heat transfer coefficient. The output of the MODETHECℎ
solver is the impinged face heat flux density which will be compared numerically with the 𝑞

𝑖𝑛𝑣
predicted wall heat flux in Fig. 12

Numerical setup

Numerical strategy

The LES code AVBP (www.cerfacs.fr/avbp7x/) developed by CERFACS, the numerical schemes and
subgrid-scale model for impinging jets are described in Aillaud et al. [12]. Hydrogen-air chemistry is
described with the semi-detailed SanDiego chemical [28] that comprises 9 transported species and 21
reactions. All computations are 3D and the mesh used is a hybrid mesh composed of tetrahedrals and
10 layers of prisms on the plate. It contains about 20M cells with specific refinement in the nozzle (Δx
=50µm) in flame (Δx =700µm) and in the near wall region with 1 < y+ <5.
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Computational domain and boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 7. Hydrogen inlet mass flow
rate and outlet pressure are imposed using the NSCBC formalism [29]. A small coflow at atmospheric
conditions is imposed far upstream to ensure computation stability without impacting the impinging jet
since Ucoflow<< 0.05 Ujet bulk velocity [12]. The nozzle is a no-slip isothermal wall (set to ambient
temperature) to prevent flame anchoring to the nozzle. For the plate, a zero mass-flux boundary
condition with zero-velocity is used, where the wall normal heat flux at iteration (n+1) is formulated
as:

with (3)𝑞𝑛+1 =−
𝑇𝑛

𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
−𝑇

𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑅
𝑡ℎ

𝑅
𝑡ℎ

=  𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑒
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑘 = 9. 0 𝑒−4

where Twall [K] is the wall temperature, Tref [K] is the rear-face plate temperature and the heat
resistance Rth [K m2 W-1] is determined considering conduction in the plate. Plate thermal conductivity
is fixed at low temperature to reproduce maximum heat flux on the plate. This boundary condition
aims to mimic the thermal behavior of the plate without CHT which is necessary to capture the good
flame morphology. For case PD2, the computational domain is enlarged by a factor 3 due to higher
turbulence with a stronger impinging jet flame.

Figure 7: sketch of the computational domain

Discussion

Flow topology

Cases PD1 and PD2 lead to very different flow topology, this part aims to analyse and compare the
flow field impacting the vertical plate. Figure 8 highlights these differences showing the mean
numerical schlieren computed for both cases. Based on the detailed review of Franquet et al. [30],
Case PD1 exhibits a barrel shock indicating a highly under-expanded jet while case PD2 exhibits a very
flat diamond shock structure typical of moderate under-expanded jet, at the limit of adapted jets which
are subsonic.
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Figure 8: Mean field of numerical Schlieren for cases PD1 (top) and PD2 (bottom).

The mean Mach number of each jet is analyzed in Fig. 9. The supersonic zone is highlighted by a
black isoline Mach = 1. Supersonic zone widths are proportional to the nozzle diameter, significantly
different between PD1 and PD2. While the magnitude of the Mach number inside the supersonic zone
is much higher in PD1 than PD2, levels of Mach number in the transition zone, at the end of the
supersonic zone, are similar. However the jet opening is much higher for PD2. It is important to note
that the plate is located at 100D for PD1 and 12.5D for PD2. Considering the nozzle-wall length L, the
supersonic length of PD1 is about L/4 while it is about L/2 for PD2. Although the PD1 pressure ratio is
higher, the PD2 pressure ratio/nozzle diameter combination leads to higher impinging velocity on the
plate.

Figure 9: Mean field of Mach number for cases PD1 (top) and PD2 (bottom).

Flame topology

Flame topology is investigated for both cases in Fig. 10. Mean field of temperature indicates two very
different impinging flow reacting patterns. In both cases flame is stabilized on the nozzle, due to a
small nozzle-wall distance L flame spreading on the plate is observed. For PD1, maximum temperature
is located at the stagnation point and flame exhibits an envelope flame shape [10]. Contrary to PD1, the
impinging jet is stronger and the radial flow velocity of the impinging jet is high as shown by the
streamlines plotted in Fig. 10. It leads to a cool central core flame which is an envelope flame
characterized by a cold core at the stagnation point. Maximum temperature and then heat fluxes are
expected further in the radial direction. After reaching the maximum temperature in the near-wall
region, flow topology indicates that hot pockets of burnt gas are ejected from the plate in opposite
axial directions. Such loss of temperature distribution spreading along the plate should lead to a
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significant decrease in global heat fluxes. Note that no buoyancy effect is observed in these two
momentum-driven under-expanded jets.

Figure 10: Mean field of temperature for case PD1 (left) and PD2 (right) with black streamlines.

Instantaneous temperature distributions on the plate are presented in Fig. 11. Identified flame patterns
are assessed with this direct visualization of the flame spreading. The envelope flame observed in PD1
leads to a small flame spreading, with a strong accumulation of hot gas at the stagnation point.
However the cool central core flame observed in PD2 leads to a small cold region at the stagnation
point, then temperature is maximal before decreasing as the hot gas are ejected from the plate.

Figure 11: Instantaneous field of plate temperature for case PD1 (left) and PD2 (right).
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Wall heat fluxes prediction

The associated wall heat fluxes of case PD1 and PD2 are presented in Fig. 12. For both cases, a good
agreement is observed between the inverse heat flux computed from experimental plate temperature
measurements, qinv and the wall heat flux obtained with LES, qLES. Both magnitude and shape of qinv
are retrieved from the LES. For case PD1, qLES captures good magnitude at the stagnation point as well
as the R>100 zone, between them the shape is retrieved but with a spatial shift. In PD2, the radial
evolution of wall heat flux qLES is in agreement with the envelope shape of the flame with a cool
central core discussed in the flame topology part. Radial evolutions of wall heat flux are in a good
agreement with qinv for PD2. The small heat flux at the stagnation point close to R = 0 in (I) is correctly
retrieved as well as the peak location of heat flux in the end of (I). Fluctuations and shape in (II) where
the flame is located with turbulence is as well reproduced. In LES, the flame is slightly ejected from
the plate by the jet topology and then heat fluxes decrease slowly in (III) while qinv is measured higher
and quasi constant in this zone. It suggests that the experimental flame spreading along the plate goes
a bit further radially (III). However flame spreading is very similar in both cases PD1 and PD2.

Figure 12: Spatial mean of wall heat flux along the radial direction of the plate. Comparison between
experimental and numerical heat fluxes for PD1 (left) and PD2 (right).

Figure 13 assesses the influence of wall boundary conditions on the flame pattern. Case PD1 has been
investigated with several no-slip boundary conditions, respectively adiabatic, isothermal at 290K and
using the heat loss used in this work. A very strong impact is observed on the flame spreading along
the plate. As expected, in the adiabatic case, the flame spreading is maximum meaning both flame and
hot burnt gas propagate radially along the plate. For the isothermal case, flame spreading doesn’t
exceed the flame the jet width, flame is then ejected from the plate in the opposite direction. It
confirms that, for such small wall-nozzle length, the wall temperature drives the flame topology.
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Figure 13: Comparison of mean field of temperature for case PD1 using adiabatic plate (left), cold
isothermal plate (center) and heat loss plate (right).

Conclusions

Both experimental and numerical under-expanded jet flames covering various diameters and pressures
and impacting metallic plates have been investigated. The use of realistic-like boundary conditions for
the plate gives a good agreement with the experimental wall heat fluxes obtained with the inverse
method from thermocouples located at the rear face of the plate. Heat loss boundary condition has
been tested to predict wall heat flux and then flame spreading along the plate. In this study, LES
demonstrates its capability to predict wall heat flux for very different under-expanded jet flames
without a use of conjugate heat transfer (CHT) approach. This assessment is very promising as such an
approach requires additional effort in computational setup and CPU requirements. However,
LES-based CHT methodology seems to be inescapable for addressing complex systems impacted by
flames, eased by the democratization of computing resources [31,32]. The next step is then to evaluate
the proposed approach and CHT methodology to address complex and representative heat flux
problems dealing with under-expanded jet flame. Moreover, it is worth noting that the test bench used
for this paper is not transposable to an aircraft scenario as no burner standard is defined for hydrogen
by national aviation authorities
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